Providing a Digital Learning Experience for ISD students

Digital Learning Experiences facilitate the process for students to learn to use technology to support, develop, and enhance their learning through expression, creativity, and innovation.

A shift from *pockets* of integration to *universal DLEs* throughout a student's K-12 journey.

The renewal levy will provide equipment/software, professional development and support necessary for our system to provide a common digital learning experience for all students.

Guaranteed and reliable access to standard equipment and apps at the point of instruction within the classroom to remove barriers teachers have regularly faced when trying to effectively integrate technology.

Ongoing Professional Development for teachers focused on classroom environment, instruction,

Support for instruction, online access, hardware, software and network.

Additional documents shared during Levy Committee meetings can be found on the District website under December 14, 2021.

- Full Presentation Slidedeck
- Springboard Proposal: Tech Levy
- Projected Expenditures